OzRunways
Map Based Planning
V4
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Overview
• In this slide set you will learn how to enter
a plan from the maps
• You will learn the three map modes
• These are …
– Peruse
– Flight plan and Fly
– Direct To

Plan button

Toolbox Button
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Closest Button

Starting a Plan
The single GPS status bar indicates
that the App is in ‘Peruse’ mode and is
ready to accept flight plan waypoints.

When the single GPS status bar is displayed
as shown, tap (once lightly and sharply) on
the map near a waypoint, in this case near
YWLM

Plan button

Toolbox Button
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Closest Waypoints

In this case when we tap on the desired
waypoint (YWLM) the popup in the next
slide appears.
When you tap on the screen a list of closest
waypoints are displayed. When you select a
waypoint you are then given a set of options for that
waypoint. (see the next page)
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Waypoint Options
Tap on ‘Direct To” to go to the location
from your current location. We will look
at this later.
‘Recenter Here’ moves the map to the
location selected.
A number of options appear. Either tap
“Insert XXXX As Origin of Plan” to initiate
a flight plan.
Tap on ‘WxNotams’ for this info for this or
the nearest AD.
If there are ERSA/Document entries
they appear below the Wx/Notams
row.
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Add first waypoint

Having selected ‘Set YWLM As Origin of Plan’, a red circle appears over YWLM
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Add the next waypoint
Here we have tapped near Maitland
(YMND). Tap on YMND to confirm.
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Then add the new waypoint

Tap on ‘Add YMND to Plan’
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Plan Status Bar
When you tap on the
second waypoint, a new
flight plan bar appears to
replace the GPS status
bar. You are now in
‘Flight plan’ mode.
A temporary name will be
given to the plan
consisting of the starting
location and the ending
location separated by a
dash.

Segment (track or leg)
from YLWM to YMND

Two buttons are included
in the flight plan status
bar.
– exit flight plan
mode (back to Peruse)
– start to use the
plan

A ‘rocket box’ shows distance and bearing.
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Segment Overview
When you tap on a plan,
a list of the segments
pops up. That is, the
waypoints that you have
currently added. We
added YLWM then
YMND. Summary data is
shown for each leg.

If we tap on ‘Plans’ we can
access other plans (see
next page).

Data shown includes
when appropriate the
estimated ETA, ETD,
distance, bearing, ETE,
GS and fuel used. These
are all estimated
according to the type of
aircraft selected (we’ll
see how to set that later).

A checkmark indicates
that we will land here
(see later for how to
specify this)

The four bottom tabs allow you to access the plan info, select a new aircraft, set or reset
the area winds.
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Plans Summary View
Tap on a plan to bring up
the Segment Overview
popup (shown on the
next page).

Tap on the accessory
arrow to access
information about the
current plan.

Tapping on the Plan button will have one of two effects. If you have an active plan
it will cycle to the Segment Overview. If you have no active plan it will show the
view above which allows you to select a plan.
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Segment Overview Control
Tap ‘Plans’ to get back
to list of plans

Tap ‘Plan Sheet’ to get
to a full sheet
(traditional) planner

A summary of the trip
distance, time and
fuel is shown at the
top.

Tap ‘Go Fly’ to initiate
plan – this just starts
moving map mode and
attempts to determine
which waypoint in the
plan you are heading for.
It then puts the
appropriate info in the
GPS HUD. i.e. ETE,
distance to go (DTG),
track, etc.
Press on the ‘Plan
Detail’ button get to the
information about the
plan. This is shown on
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the next page.

Plan Detail
If you press the ‘Plan Detail’ button indicated on the previous page you get
this display
You can set a variety of things for the
plan including:
the name of the trip, the departure date,
the aircraft registration, the aircraft type,
etc.
The Cruise TAS, fuel capacity and fuel
burn do not need to be set. They are
specified by selecting the aircraft type.
You can also edit the pilot details.
Tapping on any field brings up a
keyboard to enter data.
In general anything in blue may be
edited. That is the same App wide
(hopefully!).
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Plan Detail

The plan detail screen is shown above.
The scrolled down view is at the right.
Tapping on Email Export Options brings
up the screens to the right.

If you have email setup on the iPad/iPhone you
can send yourself various formats of the plan.
They are described in the images above. The
‘Share Current Plan’ is the one to save or send
a plan to yourself or a friend. ‘Share/Archive All
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Plans is to save all of your plans in an email.

Edit Departure Date

If you tap on the departure date you get a date
changer popup shown to the left.
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Aircraft Selection
If you tap on the aircraft
icon on page 12 (Flight
Segment Info), a
selection of aircraft
appear. You can add to
these or modify existing
aircraft. Tap on the
aircraft to select it.
[These stats have been
collected from a number
of sources. Your aircraft
may vary. Be sure to
check the values before
using.]

ALERT: See the doc
“Setting up an Aircraft”
for more info
Tapping on ‘Edit’ allows
you to add and delete
aircraft. More on this
later.
If you tap on the
accessory arrow you
can edit the aircraft
data. (see next page).

At the bottom of the aircraft list is a button so you can create new
aircraft. This will pop up a list that you can use as templates
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Aircraft Details
Tap to edit the various fields.

There is another slide set with more info on
setting up your aircraft.
With the aircraft editor it is easier to use that.
(Settings->Aircraft). See the docs on Settings
and setting up your aircraft.

ALERT: See the doc “Setting up an
Aircraft” for more info
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Back to the Segment Overview

Tap on a waypoint to see
segment details (next
slide).
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Segment Details
The segment details popup
shows various segment
information. Initially the
W&B is shown. By tapping
‘Terrain’ the terrain profile is
shown at the top. When you
first use plan a particular
segment, the terrain data
loads automatically over the
network so you must have a
network connection. After
this it caches the data so
you have it when there is no
network (i.e. perhaps while
flying).

There are a number of
text fields that are fairly
self explanatory.
This display represents
the fuel level. It turns red
if you slip below your
reserve.

If you want the winds
from the closest Area
Forecast tap here

Tapping on the left side of ‘Refuel Amt’ will auto update with the
amount of fuel needed to fill to capacity. Tapping on the right you
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can set the amount manually.

Segment Details
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Fly the Plan
Tap on the ‘Fly’ button or the ‘Go Fly’ button indicated
previously.
Put yourself in ‘moving map’ mode and your position
will track over the map.

Remember: When this button is blue you are in
‘North Up’ moving map, magenta is ‘North Up’. Tap
sequentially to move through these modes. Clear is
not moving map mode.
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Plan Progress

Tapping the accessory screen button and then the ‘Plan Progress’ button yields the
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popup (‘Terrain Data’ and ‘Area Freq’ are coming features)

Plan Progress Indicator
The top line of the Plan Progress indicates the
waypoint you have passed and the elapsed
time past that waypoint.
The middle line shows the next waypoint and
the time to that waypoint (ETE).

The bottom line show the ultimate waypoint
and the estimated time of arrival to that
waypoint.
The buttons at the bottom allow you to
advance to the next waypoint or backup to the
previous waypoint. From time to time you may
need to use this function if a waypoint does
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not update when you pass it.

Inserting a waypoint
Tap near the required segment. A purple
fuzzy ball appears.
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Tap and drag

Tap and drag the purple ball to the vicinity of the
waypoint you want to add, in this case YCNK.

NB: Sometimes you might have to zoom in to select
the track or tap at another place on the track. It is trying
to decide whether you want waypoints or the track.
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Waypoint Selection

Release your finger and a list of close by waypoints
appears. In this case we’ll select YCNK –
Cessnock.
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Insert a waypoint
Now tap on the ‘Insert YCNK into Plan’ tab
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Voila!

New waypoint inserted.
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Flight Plan Update

We can now see the
new segments by
tapping on the Flight
Plan button.

In the plan progress
window, three lines are
shown. The first shows
the waypoint just passed
and the elapsed time from
it (in this case YWLM).
The next line shows the
next waypoint and the
ETE (in this case YCNK).
The final line shows the
last waypoint in the plan
and the ETA (in this case
YMND).
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Segment Area Winds

Tap on ‘Winds from
ARFOR’ to get the
Area winds of the
origin of this
segment (i.e. in this
case YWLM).
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Area Winds
Caution: Any automated
tool such as the wind
update should be double
checked by some other
means. i.e. by looking at
the appropriate ARFOR or
TAF.

The wind update will
only work if you have a
network connection and
there is a valid Area
Forecast for the
segment you are flying.

After accessing the
weather data, the wind
fields are updated. The
winds shown are for
‘From’ waypoint (in this
case, YWLM. For very
long segments where the
FROM and TO waypoints
are widely separated, you
should probably refer to
the appropriate ARFOR
and set the winds
manually.
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Deleting a Waypoint
To delete a waypoint from a flight plan, tap near the
waypoint to be deleted – in this case YCNK. Then
tap on the waypoint – here, YCNK – Cessnock.
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Deleting a Waypoint
Having tapped on the waypoint, you now have the
option of:
a. deleting the waypoint
b. adding the waypoint to the end of the plan.
Here we select the delete option.
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Waypoint Deleted

If you have the same waypoint in the plan
multiple times, a popup will appear to ask you
which segment you want deleted.
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Adding Waypoints via Text Entry

A quick way of entering waypoints is to use the search function under the ‘Points of
Interest’ menu button (target icon – far right). The sequence of screen images above
shows ‘Adelaide’ being searched for. ‘YPAD’ is then selected, and from the resulting
popup, ‘Add YPAD to Plan’ is selected and appears in the resulting flight plan. This way
you don’t have to move around a lot of maps to enter a plan.
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Direct To mode

This screen sequence shows the process of doing a DirectTo which can be done at any time
(i.e. whether you are in flight mode or not).
On the left screen tap near the desired waypoint (i.e. YCNK Cessnock) or bring it up in the
Closest Button.
The middle screen shows the points near the map touch.
The right screen shows the options having selected YCNK.
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We choose ‘Direct To’

DirectTo Mode

Having selected ‘Direct To’ as the option for the waypoint on the previous page, a new plan is
created and activated as show on the left.
When we examine the plan, we see that a ‘directto’ UserWaypoint has been created as the
origin, with YCNK as the destination. These auto generated waypoints can be cleaned out from
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time to time by using the UserWaypoint editor under Settings.

Direct To Mode
At any point you can
select a waypoint and do a
DirectTo that waypoint.

Single tap here on
‘Cancel’ to quit the Direct
To mode.
NB: If you find this
bothersome while flying
there is an option in the
‘Settings’ menu that
converts this to a double
tap.
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Wx/Notam Popup

This sequence shows the waypoints near Adelaide in the left screen image.
Tapping on YPAD yields the center screen.
Tapping the Wx/Notams button brings up the WxNotams window as show in the right
screen image. Here tabs allow you to view the Area Forecast, TAF, METAR, NOTAM,
RAIM and graphical TAF (TAFG) for the closest airport with this data.
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Wx/Notam Popup

This sequence shows the TAF, METAR and NOTAMs for YPAD
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Wx/Notam popup

This sequence shows the RAIM data and a graphical TAF (TAFGRAF) for YPAD.
See the next few slides for a description of the TAFGRAF representation.
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TAFGRAF Explained
• A graphical TAF
– “A picture is a crutch for a weak mind.”

• Most pilots don’t need but can aid in quick
assessment of weather at a number of
locations
• Examples in next pages are from the
stand-alone App TAFGRAF (Free), but the
same format is used in OzRunways
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TAFGRAF
TAF AD name
Wind line – wind circles indicate min/max gusting. Wind
barbs indicate speed as well. Tap on the item and it
displays top left of TAF plot.

QNH

TMP

Altitude
Cloud – the more dense the lines,
the more cloud coverage. Cumulus
have taller cloud images.
Visibility (green is good)

Time axis in local and UTC
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TAFGRAF

Classic
thunderstorm – rain,
high gusting winds,
varying visibility and
Tempo cumulus –
the little T means
Tempo.
Varying visibility is
shown by
modulated gray
areas. CAVOK is
wide green.
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TAFGRAF

A good flying day –
CAVOK, no cloud
and moderate
winds.
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TAFGRAF

Another
thunderstorm period
at 14:00 UTC.
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